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Abstract—Multi-illuminant based color constancy (MCC)
is a quite challenging task. In this paper, we proposed
a novel model motivated by the bottom-up and top-down
mechanisms of human visual system (HVS) to estimate the
spatially varying illumination in a scene. The motivation for
bottom-up based estimation is from our finding that the
bright and dark parts in a scene play different roles in
encoding illuminants. However, the pure bottom-up processing
is difficult to handle the color shift of large colorful objects.
Thus, we further introduce a top-down constraint inspired
by the findings in visual psychophysics, in which high level
information (e.g., the prior of light source colors) plays a key
role in visual color constancy. In order to implement the top-
down hypothesis, we simply learn a color mapping between the
illuminant distribution estimated by bottom-up processing and
the ground truth maps provided by the dataset. We evaluated
our model on four datasets and the results show that our
method obtains very competitive performance compared to the
state-of-the-art MCC algorithms. Moreover, the robustness of
our model is more tangible considering that our results were
obtained using the same parameters for all the datasets or
the parameters of our model were learned from the inputs,
that is, mimicking how HVS operates. We also show the color
correction results on some real-world images taken from the
web.

Index Terms—color constancy, illuminant estimation, bio-
logically inspired vision.

I. INTRODUCTION

COLOR constancy (CC) aims at removing the color
cast triggered by the illuminants in an image, which

has quite general applications such as the white-balance
in camera processing pipeline [1] and ensuring that the
extracted color features of an image keep the invariance
of illuminants [2]. Human Visual System (HVS) has a
good CC ability under various illumination conditions [3]–
[6], thus imitating the HVS may benefit some CC algo-
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Fig. 1: Scenes with multiple light sources, taken from the web.

rithms in improving efficiency [7]–[11]. Moreover, current
HVS inspired models are limited to mimic the bottom-
up mechanisms [5], [12], although the real HVS is a
dynamical system combining both the bottom-up and top-
down processing [13]–[15].

The majority of the existing CC models are generally im-
plemented by estimating the color of the light source from
a given image, and then discounting the light source color
through a diagonal adaptation process [2], [16]. During the
CC process, estimating illuminant is very challenging since
it is ill-posed [2]. Thus, various hypotheses have been put
forward in multiple models [10], [17]–[20]. Most existing
CC algorithms assume that the illuminant is uniform across
the scene [2], [3], [21]–[24]. However, this assumption
could be easily violated in many real-world situations [25],
[26], e.g., the indoor environments usually contain two or
multiple illuminants (see Fig.1).

The multi-illuminant CC (MCC) problem has gained
less attention in the past [2]. Land’s Retinex algorithm is
the first one to handle the MCC problem [10]. Barnard
et al. [27] built a methodology that automatically detects
non-uniform illuminants. Ebner [28] applied convolution
technique to estimate the illuminants by hypothesizing that
the extensively smoothed regions of images satisfy the gray-
world assumption. Although this algorithm avoids explicitly
segmenting the images, the regional grey-world assumption
may result in an inaccurate estimation, especially for the
images containing with large colorful objects [29].

Our proposed bottom-up processing utilizes convolution
to locally infer the illuminants. But the differences with
Ebner’s method are twofold: (1) We use two different
convolutional mechanisms inspired by HVS to separately
handle the bright and dark areas in the images, since our
analysis shows that the bright and dark regions in an
image play quite different roles in locally encoding the
illuminants. Then, the roughly estimated illuminant maps
for bright and dark regions are further fused for constructing
a bottom-up based illuminant map. (2) Our model further
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utilizes the top-down hypothesis to constrain the estimated
bottom-up illuminant map, which can suppress the color
bias introduced by locally convolving the colorful regions
in the image.

Among others, a work that is relatively close to our
top-down framework is the hybrid Retinex+SVR method
[30], which first processes the images with Retinex, and
then uses support vector regression (SVR) to predict a
single illuminant that can diagonally balance the output
of Retinex. In contrast, our model learns a full matrix
transformation that accounts for the cross-channel effects
in least mean square (LMS) sense, which is used for
constraining the coarsely estimated maps by our bottom-
up processing.

Recently, Kawakami et al. [31] formulated a physics-
based method specifically designed to process the outdoor
scenes with shadowed and unshadowed regions. Gijsenij
et al. [25] proposed an algorithm for the scenes with two
light sources. Beigpour et al. [32] formulated the multi-
illuminant estimation as an energy minimization task within
a conditional random field [17], [33]. Yang et al. [7]
estimated the spatially varying illuminants by detecting the
intrinsic grey pixels in the images. Gu et al. [34] proposed
an unsupervised method that treats the multi-illuminant
estimation as a segmentation problem. Similarly, Mutimbu
and Robles-Kelly [35] further modeled the different image
regions under multiple scales as a factor graph. Their
methods need to first explicitly group the regions with
similar illuminants.

Although these methods with pre-segmentation strategy
reported promising results, the image segmentation itself
is also a quite difficult task. Moreover, once the pre-
segmentation is finished, grey world-based mechanisms
are continually used to locally compute the illuminants.
Thus, there is no high level constraint (supervised or
unsupervised) to compensate the possible bias induced by
the segmentation-based grey world estimates [35].

Most existing algorithms have paid attention to accu-
rately detect or segment the image regions with similar
light source colors [25], [32], [34]–[36]. However, most
of them treat the role of luminance in the images equally
without distinguishing the contribution of pixels with vari-
ous luminances during illuminant estimation. One intuition
is that the shadowed and unshadowed pixels in the images
explicitly encode the visual cues of different illuminants.
Moreover, luminance dependent processing would make
sense if we further consider that in natural scenes, there
always exist substantial spatial variations in both local
contrast and local luminance [37].

In fact, HVS has strong luminance adaptation ability that
allows us to use different mechanisms to deal with different
scene regions with various luminance intensities [4], [37].
We have found that the relative luminance of pixels plays
distinguishable role in estimating the illuminants through
an eye tracking experiment [38].

Based on this physical motivation, we first segment
the images into two parts with high and low luminance
intensities. Note that such segmentation is simple and

automatic without using any complex constraints as adopted
by some recent pre-segmentation-based MCC methods [25],
[32], [34], [35] that use the locally computed chromaticity
by grey world for clustering. Then we use Difference-
of-Gaussian (DoG) simulated ON-center and OFF-center
receptive fields (RFs) to infer the local illuminants of the
bright and dark areas of the images, respectively. A recent
biologically inspired CC model [12] obtains very compet-
itive performance using the dynamic kernel mechanisms
conditioned on the local computation of luminance differ-
ence. Our proposed luminance-dependent filtering mecha-
nisms follow the similar spirit.

Our experiments show that this step can provide a
roughly accurate illuminant map for a given image. Then
for top-down visual processing, we learn a color trans-
formation that maps the estimated bottom-up illuminant
map into the ground truth map. The advantage of our
proposed model is that we avoid explicitly and accurately
pre-segmenting a given image according to the light source
colors since it is quite difficult and computationally inten-
sive. In addition, with a learned global high level mapping
that further constrains the rough illuminant map of bottom-
up visual processing, the proposed method can achieve very
competitive performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II, the motivation and hypothesis of our proposed model are
described. Section III introduces the implementation of our
model in details. In section IV, comprehensive experiments
on four MCC datasets (one man-made dataset and three
real-world datasets) are conducted to evaluate the proposed
method and thoroughly compare against the state-of-the-
art approaches. Finally, some discussions and concluding
remarks are given in section V.

II. THE MOTIVATION AND HYPOTHESIS OF OUR
PROPOSED MODEL

The hypothesis behind our work could be simply stated
as the bottom-up visual processing provides a quick but
inaccurate illuminant estimate, whereas the supervised top-
down visual mechanism constrains the estimated bottom-up
illuminant map to further refine the accuracy.

A. The motivation of bottom-up hypothesis

HVS exploits various image statistics to infer the color
appearance of scenes [4], [6], [39]. Our own behavioral
experiments [38] using eye tracker also verified that (1)
subjects are more likely to be attracted by the bright areas
than dark areas in an image, and this coheres with the
algorithms that use bright pixels for illuminant estimation
[7], [40]–[42]; (2) in an image with unknown illuminants,
neutral areas are more likely to be considered as achromatic
surfaces (intrinsic grey) than colorful areas by subjects.

To further investigate the different roles of pixels with
various intensities in helping the illuminant estimation,
we conducted a statistical experiment to explore the re-
lationship between the ratio of the bright and dark image
regions and the ability of encoding the illuminants of the
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TABLE I: The ability to encode the illuminant by the bright and
dark regions under various proportions of the defined bright and
dark areas of an image.

ratio of the bright area grey index of grey index of
to the dark area the bright area the dark area

1:9 3.3 10.4
2:8 4.6 11.0
3:7 5.4 11.5
4:6 6.0 12.1
5:5 6.7 12.7

corresponding bright and dark image regions. As shown in
many CC algorithms, the greyer the pixels are, the more
accurate illuminant estimation is obtained with these pixels
[7], [40]. By measuring the greyness of pixels with various
intensities, we can indirectly check the roles of bright
and dark parts of an image in contributing to encode the
illuminants.

We used the Color Checker dataset [43] that consists
of 568 high dynamic range linear images to evaluate our
hypothesis. We first corrected the original color-biased
images with the provided ground truth illuminants so that
the corrected images were fully rendered under a white
light source. Then, we divided each corrected image into
bright and dark areas according to the pixel luminance.
We computed the angular error [2] between the luminance-
segmented pixel and the standard grey pixel (i.e., R=G=B)
as the index to evaluate the greyness of this pixel.

The angular error ε is defined as

ε = cos−1
((
~Ee · ~Et

)
/
(∥∥ ~Ee

∥∥·∥∥ ~Et

∥∥)) (1)

Where ~Ee and ~Et indicate respectively a RGB vector of
a pixel in the image and the standard grey pixel (e.g.,
[1,1,1]). The smaller the index ε is, the greyer this bright
or dark pixel is, and thus the stronger ability this pixel has
to unambiguously encode the illuminant. From Table I, we
get two conclusions. (1) The pixels with higher luminance
tend to be greyer than the pixels with lower luminance. (2)
The greyness of a bright or dark region is closely linked to
the relative dynamic range of luminance in an image.

Thus, once we segment the images into bright and dark
parts according to their luminance, we may exploit their
various strengths in encoding the illuminants for multi-
illuminant estimation. Our motivation is quite straightfor-
ward since the bright and dark areas in the scenes are
usually rendered under different illuminants (e.g., a scene
with shadowed and unshadowed regions). In particular,
we segment the images into the high and low luminance
regions adaptively according to the dynamic range of lu-
minance. Then, two different filters based on the receptive
field (RF) mechanisms of the visual system are used to
convolute the segmented bright and dark regions to get the
estimated illuminant map for each part. Finally, the two
estimated maps are fused into one bottom-up illuminant
map.

Fig.2 shows the estimated illuminant maps of four natural
images rendered under the spatially varying illumination.
We observed that this simple bottom-up processing works
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14.33o

Fig. 2: The influence of large colorful objects on the illuminant
estimation by our bottom-up processing. (a) Original images
under the spatially varying illuminants [32]; (b) Ground truth
illuminants; (c) Illuminant maps estimated by the pure bottom-up
processing, in which the number indicates the averaged angular
error between the ground truth and the estimated map. The white
crosses indicate the locations of large colorful objects.

Fig. 3: The scatter plots (the first column) of the ground truth
illuminant maps (the second column), the bottom-up illuminant
maps (the third column), and the corrected color maps after the
top-down processing (the fourth column). The images are from
Fig.2.

quite well for preliminarily estimating the local illuminant
maps. However, the pure bottom-up processing cannot well
handle the local areas containing large colorful objects (e.g.,
the areas indicated by the white crosses in Fig.2), since
the local convolution cannot discriminate the colors of the
illuminants from the intrinsic colors of large objects. As a
consequence, the estimated illuminant components in these
locations are biased by the intrinsic colors of the objects.

B. The motivation of top-down hypothesis

Prior (e.g., the memory of object colors) plays an impor-
tant role in visual color constancy [13], [14], [44], [45]. Our
visual system can detect the change of the color appearance
of a scene under the spatially varying illumination very
quickly [3], [46]. However, the RF mechanism based pro-
cessing may effectively encode the information of the scene
illuminants [5], [12], [19], it is difficult to discriminate the
surface colors of an object from the spatially varying light
source colors.

Moreover, how the memory or other high level mecha-
nisms constrain the bottom-up processing is still an open
question [13], [14], [44], [45]. Here, for MCC we hypothe-
size that our visual system may exploit some prior knowl-
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edge (e.g., the color distribution of the usually observed
natural light sources [13], [47]) to further correct the bias of
the roughly estimated illuminants by bottom-up processing.
In this work, we use a transformation mechanism that
learns a color mapping between the bottom-up illuminant
maps and the ground truth illuminant maps provided by
the dataset, for further constraining the roughly estimated
bottom-up maps.

Fig.3 indicates the results by using the learned transfor-
mation. The blue crosses indicate the scatter plot of the
estimated illuminant map purely based on the bottom-up
mechanism, which is quite dispersively distributed around
the real illuminant (green crosses). By exerting the learned
color mapping, the final estimated illuminant map (red
crosses) is more converged to the ground truth illuminant
map (green crosses), and thus the accuracy of illuminant
estimation is improved mainly by reducing the color bias
introduced by the intrinsic colors of large objects (e.g., the
local areas indicated by the white crosses).

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL

It should be stressed that we are not aiming at building
biological circuits in details but providing a possible MCC
framework integrating both the bottom-up and top-down
mechanisms of HVS. Some works that are closely related
to the biological implementation of the single illuminant
estimation can be found elsewhere [5], [9], [11], [12], [48].

A. The bottom-up processing

The flowchart of our proposed MCC algorithm is illus-
trated in Fig.4. Our bottom-up based processing could be
disintegrated into three steps.

1) Segmenting the bright and dark areas: We simply
define the luminance of a pixel as the summation of R,
G, B components of the pixel. Based on the information of
pixel luminance, we utilize the simple clustering method of
k-means to automatically group the pixels of the original
color-biased image into the bright and dark parts. As for
the implementation of this two-class clustering by k-means,
the cluster number is set as 2; the maximum number of
iterations is set as 100; the seeds are randomly initialized as
a 2D matrix using the minimum and maximum luminance
values of the input image; the number of times to repeat
the clustering is set as 1; the empty cluster treatment is set
to create a new cluster consisting of the one observation
furthest from its centroid; the sum of absolute differences is
used as the distance measure that k-means should minimize
with respect to. Fig.5 shows an example of the grouped
bright and dark areas for an image. This is different from
the method in [25] which needs to locally estimate the
illuminants using some low level methods (e.g., grey-world
based algorithms) and then cluster the locally estimated
illuminants into several groups using k-means with a preset
parameter (i.e., the number of illuminants in the scene). In
the following parts, the grouped bright and dark parts of
an image are labelled by FB (bright area) and FD (dark
area), respectively.

2) Illuminant estimation for bright and dark areas:
In physiology, both On-center and Off-center RFs are
simply modeled as a DoG (Difference of Gaussian) function
[49], [50], which is quite accurate at depicting the linear
response of a simple cell in the primary visual cortex. The
mathematic formulation of DoG is described as

DoG(x, y) = A1exp(−
x2 + y2

2σ2
1

)−A2exp(−
x2 + y2

2σ2
2

)

(2)
where (x, y) denotes a location within the RF. σ1 and
σ2 are the scales of the central and surrounding Gaussian
kernels, respectively. A1 and A2 are the weights of the two
kernels, which control the relative contributions from the
two kernels, thus intrinsically encode the various image
components (e.g., local image patches or local edges).
When A1 > A2 and σ1 < σ2, the formula represents the
ON-center RF. In contrast, the formula describes the OFF-
center RF when A1<A2 and σ1>σ2.

In our implementation, the illuminant map for the bright
part is estimated by convolving the bright part of image
with a DoG of On-center type. Similarly, the illuminant
map for the dark part is estimated by convolving the dark
part of image with a DoG of Off-center type. Based on the
DoG function given by Eq.(2), the function of On-center
type R1(x, y;σon, k) is written as

R1(x, y;σon, k) =
1

2πσ2
on

exp(−x
2 + y2

2σ2
on

)−

k

2π(λσon)2
exp(− x2 + y2

2(λσon)2
)

(3)

where the weight k is within the range of (0, 1), which is
very flexible in extracting various orders of image features
[5]. For example, the DoG function with k 6=1 primarily
responds jointly to the luminance contrast and luminance
regions, and with a higher k, the edges are emphasized
much more than the regions (i.e., k=0.9 vs. k=0.3). On
the other hand, with the unbalanced weights, the DoG plays
a role of frequency analyzer that shows both of the low-
pass and band-pass tuning properties, which may be quite
important for extracting the globally changed illuminant in
the scenes [5], [8], [19], [51].

The parameters σon and λσon respectively define the
extent of center and surround RFs. We set λ= 3 based
on the physiological finding that the size of surround RF is
roughly three times larger than that of the center RF [50],
[52]. Moreover, the DoG of Off-type R2(x, y;σoff , k) is
defined in the similar way to Eq.(3). The extent of the DoG
shaped RFs will vary depending on the stimulus contrast
according to the neurophysiology [49], [53]. In summary,
there are three parameters (i.e., σon, σoff , k) for controlling
the property of DoG function. Finally, the two estimated
illuminant maps for the bright and dark areas are further
fused together

IM(x, y; c) = FB(x, y; c)⊗R1(x, y;σon, k)+

FD(x, y; c)⊗R2(x, y;σoff , k)
(4)

where ⊗ denotes the convolution operator and c ∈
{R,G,B}.
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Fig. 4: The framework of our model for multi-illuminant estimation. (a) The bottom-up processing. (b) The top-down processing.

K-means
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FD

Fig. 5: An example of segmenting an original image into the bright
(FB) and dark (FD) parts by k-means clustering.
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Fig. 6: Left panel indicates the ground truth illuminant map,
while the right panel represents the estimated illuminant map by
our bottom-up processing. The various blocks mean the different
colors of the multiple illuminants and the frequencies of the
corresponding illuminant colors are indicated in the attached
colorbar.

3) The post-processing: In MCC, we don’t know how
many light sources exist in a given scene, and thus we just
assume that each pixel corresponds to an independent illu-
minant. This hypothesis avoids the difficulty of image seg-
mentation according to the similarity of illuminant colors

as many MCC models did [25], [32], [34], [35] (e.g., some
methods need to preset the number of light source colors
before grouping), though this may ignore the fact that the
usually observed light sources have quite restricted color
gamut [32]. Fig.6 shows the distinction of the color gamut
between the ground truth and the estimated illuminant
map by our proposed bottom-up processing. We observed
that the gamut of the ground truth mainly concentrates
on a local distribution, while the gamut of the estimated
map distributes quite dispersively. One of the reasons is
that the color bias introduced by the intrinsic colors of
the objects results in the further extension of the gamut.
Thus, we process the estimated multi-illuminant map to
make its color gamut more concentrated. Fig.7 shows this
process. We first sort all the estimated illuminant colors
by their frequencies and select the top 80% as the valid
illuminant colors (]1). Then, the estimated illuminant colors
are smoothed using a fixed Gaussian kernel (]2), and the
remaining 20% of the invalid illuminant colors are replaced
by the smoothed color values of the corresponding locations
(]3, ]4). We can see that the unwanted dispersive colors
induced by the intrinsic colors of the objects (labelled in
the red box) can be suppressed through this step.

B. The top-down processing

With respect to the top-down implementation, we as-
sume that HVS has evolved to build a kind of mapping
mechanism, which helps refine the bottom-up illuminant
maps with some constraints of usually observed natural
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Fig. 8: The flowchart of learning the matrix C3×3 that maps the
estimated illuminant map (IM ) into the illuminant ground truth
(GI).

illuminants. For HVS, it makes sense to learn the mapping
using the general color distribution of natural illuminants as
the constraint [15], [47], [54]. Here, we learn a chromatic
mapping between the bottom-up estimated maps and the
illuminant ground truth provided by the datasets [25], [32],
[36].

GI(x, y; c) = IM(x, y; c)·C3×3 (5)

where GI and IM indicate respectively the illuminant
ground truth provided by the dataset and the roughly
estimated illuminant map by our bottom-up processing, and
C3×3 is a 3×3 matrix denoting the learned mapping.

Fig.8 shows the training process. Specifically, the esti-
mated illuminant map IM is first normalized so that we
get the chromaticity for each map, then we concatenate the
chromaticity of each map to get a N×3 matrix, where N
indicates the number of chromaticity of the training dataset.
Similar steps are applied to the illuminant ground truth GI
to get another N×3 matrix. Finally, the two N×3 matrices
are fitted in the least mean square (LMS) sense to get the
learned mapping matrix C3×3.

It is worth noting that the simple mapping mechanism
has been applied in a single illuminant hypothesis based
CC method [55], where the edge moments of image (e.g.,
the 3rd order edge moments of image is consisted of a
m×19 matrix, where m indicates the number of images) is
used to learn the mapping matrix (e.g., C19×3). However,
our method doesn’t adopt the edge moments as proposed

Algorithm 1: MCC algorithm
Input: data and {σon=2, σoff=1, k=0.3}

1. Bottom-up (BU) processing
1.1 segmenting FB(x,y,c) and FD(x,y,c) using Fig.5
1.2 computing IM(x, y, c) using Eq.(4)
1.3 post-processing using Fig.7 on IM(x, y, c)
———————-
2. Top-down (TD) processing
2.1 learning the matrix C3×3 using Fig.8
2.2 applying C3×3 on the results of BU processing
Output: the estimated multi-illuminant map

by [55], but directly concatenates the normalized RGB
chromaticity of the illuminant map to learn the mapping.

We find that this simple mapping mechanism works quite
well on the MCC problem with quite effective computa-
tion. In practical implementation, we adopt the three-fold
cross validation to evaluate the proposed color mapping on
specific dataset [2]. For example, we randomly divide the
dataset into three parts and then learn the matrix C3×3 on
two parts, and test the learned mapping on the remaining
part. These steps are repeated three times to ensure that each
image occurs in the test set only once and all the images
in the whole dataset is either in the training set or test set
at the same time. Algorithm 1 gives the implementation of
our proposed BU+TD MCC model in details.

The underlying assumption of our top-down proposal is
that the learned transformation is especially usable within
a database that has some common properties in terms
of illuminant. The motivation behind this assumption is
the fact that the ideal illumination space contains a rich
ensemble of illuminants, and thus its average is likely to be
similar to the average of many scenes [56]. The new prior
information of our top-down proposal is that if the images
under evaluation are part of a coherent image database, we
will illustrate that by assuming the average of illumination
of an image to be equal to the average illumination of
the database, the results of the bottom-up method can be
improved significantly. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work introducing such prior to constrain the
multi-illuminant distribution of a test image.
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Fig. 9: The flowchart of generating a synthetic image with the
spatially varying illuminants.

Fig. 10: (a) a synthetic outdoor image of color-checker dataset
[43], [57] and its corresponding illuminant map; (b) an indoor
image and a real-world image of Gijsenij et al. [25]; (c) a real-
world image and a laboratory image from the MIMO dataset [32];
(d) two indoor images from Bleier et al. [36].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated the proposed method against the state-
of-the-art MCC approaches on one synthetic dataset and
three real datasets with multiple illuminants. To generate
the synthetic dataset, we first corrected the color-biased
images in the color-checker dataset [43], [57], which is
commonly used for single illuminant estimation, using the
illuminant ground-truth to obtain the corrected images as
rendered under the white light source. Then, we integrated
the illuminant spectra and the camera sepectral sensitivity
curves provided by [58] into (R,G,B)-values. In practical
computation, all the spectrum curves are sampled and
represented as vectors. Both vectors of the illuminant
spectra and the camera sepectral sensitivity curves are
further multiplied to produce an illuminant set with various
chromaticities. Then, several (at least four) illuminants
with different chromaticities were randomly selected to
constitute the spatially varying illuminant maps, which were
further smoothed using a Gaussian filter to get a multi-
illuminant map. Finally, two images (i.e., one corrected
color-checker image and one generated multi-illuminant
map) were fused to construct one synthetic image with the
spatially varying illumination (Fig.9).

Then, we conducted experiments on three publicly avail-
able real datasets that have been recently established to
benchmark MCC [25], [32], [36]. The first dataset used
here contains 59 indoor and 9 outdoor images with varying
illumination [25]. The second dataset is the multi-illuminant
multi-object (MIMO) dataset presented in [32]. This dataset
comprises 78 images of scenes (58 laboratory images
and 20 real-world images) lit with multiple illuminants.
The third dataset is the multi-illuminant image dataset of
Bleier et al. [36]. It consists of four scenes acquired in
two-illuminant lighting setup, where each lamp can bear
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Fig. 11: The impact of DoG parameters involved in Eq (4) of our
bottom-up method on the average angular error on each dataset.

several colour filters so that this dataset totally contains 36
high quality images under the varying illumination. Fig.10
(b), (c), and (d) respectively show the examples of these
datasets.

A. Performance measure and parameter setting

We used the angular error (i.e., Eq.(1)) as the measure
to evaluate the performance of MCC algorithms. As the
scenes are lit by varying illumination, the angular error was
computed pixel by pixel over the whole image. Then, the
average angular error across the scene was considered as
the measure of this image [25], [32], [36].

Fig.11 shows the impact of DoG parameters on the
average angular error for each dataset. Basically, the per-
formance is not sensitive to the parameters of σon and k
when k<1. The possible reason for the poor performance
with k=1 is that the DoG filter with k=1 has balanced RF
center and surround, which makes it to primarily extract
the high frequency components (e.g, edges) that may not
be very informative for locally inferring the light source
colors composed mainly by low frequency components in
the images [12], [59]. For another parameter σoff , we
have observed that our method can always achieve good
results for all the datasets when σoff < 5. According to
these observations, we always set the fixed parameters as
{σon=2, σoff =1, k=0.3} on all the datasets to report
the performance of our bottom-up method (BU-MCC) in
this work. Note that such fixed set of model parameters
may not provide a clear guarantee of optimum. However,
similar approaches [2], [12] have shown that this strategy
is effective at evaluating the CC algorithms.

We always used the same parameters for BU-MCC to
evaluate the performance of the top-down method on the
four datasets. In that sense, our TD-MCC is parameter free,
since we don’t need to set the specific parameters for each
dataset. This is in contrast to most of the learning-based
methods, which need to fine tune their parameters in order
to obtain good results for each dataset [2].

In order to validate the fixed parameter setting described
above, we further built an automatic way to determine
the optimal parameters depending on the training images.
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For each dataset, we first randomly divided the whole
dataset into three parts. Then, our TD-MCC model was
applied on any two parts, and the optimal parameters (k,
σon, and σoff ) were obtained with an exhaustive search
and then the mapping of top-down was learned on the
same training images using the optimal parameters. Finally,
the optimal parameters and the mapping learned from the
training parts were applied on the third part of the data to
test the performance of model. For a complete procedure of
threefold cross validation, the steps mentioned above were
repeated 3 times. We repeated 20 times of threefold cross
validation procedure, and hence, obtained 20 angular error
measures (median and mean) for each dataset, which were
averaged to report the performance. Note that in such a
situation, our proposed model was fully automatic, since
all the involved parameters were learned from the data. We
report the performance of our method in this way as TD-
MCC (fully automatic).

Here, we compared with a number of MCC methods,
including the Retinex [10], the method of local space
average color (LSAV) [28], the Grey Pixel (GP) [7], and
the recent retinal model proposed by Zhang [48]. For the
Retinex, we used the version implemented by Funt [60]
and implemented our own version of LSAV since there
is no source code publicly available. For the methods of
GP and Zhang, we directly implemented the source code
downloaded from their website [7], [48]. All of these
algorithms share the common property that they don’t need
to explicitly segment the image before estimating the pixel
wised illuminant map.

In addition, we also compared our method with the state-
of-the-art MCC alternatives, all of which need to segment
the images before the illuminant map recovery process.
These are the method of Gijsenij et al. [25], the multi-
illuminant recovery method of Gu et al. [34], the multi-
illuminant random field (MIRF) algorithm presented in
[32], and the most recent multi-illuminant method based on
factor graphs (FG) [35]. Note that these algorithms employ
a variety of existing grey world methods as an integral
part of the illuminant recovery process. Thus, the results
produced by these methods are more or less dependent
upon the grey world algorithm used. Moreover, since there
is no publicly available source code for these algorithms,
we directly cite the results reported by [25], [35].

Finally, two deep-learning methods [61], [62] designed
primarily for single illuminant estimation were compared,
one of which [61] also roughly employs the merits of
luminance dependent filtering mechanisms. In [61], Shi et
al. built a Deep Specialized Network with two interacting
branches that were trained to handle the regions of dif-
ferent appearances (e.g., the bright and dark regions) for
illuminant estimation.

B. Results on the synthetic images

To verify the reliability of our proposed hypothesis, we
evaluated our model on a set of 100 synthetic images
with multiple illuminants (Fig.10 (a)). These images were

TABLE II: The performance of multiple CC methods on the
synthetic multi-illuminant dataset.

Method Median Mean
DN 10.4◦ 10.5◦

Grey World (GW) 10.7◦ 10.9◦

White Patch (WP) 10.2◦ 10.2◦

Shade of Grey (SG) 9.9◦ 10.0◦

Grey Edge (GE) 10.9◦ 10.9◦

BU-MCC 6.5◦ 7.2◦
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number of different images rendering under various multiple-illuminant

0.7917    0.0180    0.1903
-0.0173    1.0294   -0.0121
0.1978   -0.0601    0.8623

0.8216    0.0363    0.1421
-0.0370    0.9554    0.0816
0.1851   -0.0038    0.8187

0.8177    0.0245    0.1578
-0.0446    0.9696    0.0750
0.2029   -0.0043    0.8014

0.8062    0.0109    0.1829
-0.0530    0.9527    0.1003
0.2011    0.0187    0.7803

0.7777    0.0274    0.1949
-0.0471    0.9580    0.0891
0.2122   -0.0045    0.7923

0.7619    0.0310    0.2071
-0.0185    0.9691    0.0495
0.2018   -0.0147    0.8130

0.7711    0.0339    0.1950
-0.0144    0.9700    0.0445
0.1753   -0.0096    0.8343

Fig. 12: Visualization of the learned matrix with various input
images and illuminants for training.

randomly selected from the Color Checker dataset [43],
[57] and each one was re-rendered under at least four
different illuminants. Table II shows the performance of
our BU-MCC and other single illuminant hypothesis based
CC algorithms. Note that in all the tables of this paper,
“DN (do nothing)” means that no color correction was
applied on the color biased images when computing the
measures. In addition, we set the optimal parameters for
both algorithms of Shade of Grey [18] and Grey Edge
[19] to report their best results on this dataset. We can
observe that the single illuminant based algorithms perform
poorly in estimating of multiple illuminants (e.g., these
methods obtain quite similar performance as DN), while
the proposed BU-MCC significantly boosts the accuracy of
multi-illuminant estimation.

We conducted a new experiment to visualize how the
learned 3x3 matrix returned by top-down processing varies
with different input images and illuminants. Geometrically,
the determinant of a square matrix can be viewed as the
scaling factor of the linear transformation described by the
matrix. Fig.12 shows the determinant of the learned matrix
on the synthetic color checker dataset with multiple illumi-
nants, which clearly indicates that the learned matrix of top-
down proposal is quite stable under various input images
and illuminants. Fig.13 further verifies that the learned ma-
trix (Proposed-TD) within a database could always reduce
the angular error (Proposed-BU) under various input images
and illuminants. We can see that as the number of synthetic
images continues to increase (i.e., the numbers of both
the training and test sets are increased), the performance
(mean and median angular errors) of our top-down based
MCC (TD-MCC) almost keeps stable. This result further
grounds that the top-down proposal with a learned matrix
could be universal to capture the mean illumination color
distribution of a group of more complicated scenes within
a database, hence can improve the results of the bottom-up
method. It should be noted that in comparison to the varying
illumination with sharp boundaries in our synthetic images,
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Fig. 13: The influence of the learned matrix on the results of our
methods evaluated on the synthetic color checker dataset with the
three-fold cross validation.

TABLE III: Results of multiple MCC methods on the Gijsenij
dataset [25]. All the results of our TD-MCC in this table and other
tables are based on the three-fold cross validation and reported as
the average of 20 repetitions.

Gijsenij dataset Laboratory (59) Outdoor (9)
Method Med Mean Med Mean

DN 18.7o 20.3o 3.6o 4.4o

Single-Illuminant GW 14.6o 14.5o 8.9o 8.3o

GE2 14.6o 15.0o 5.1o 5.7o

LSAC [28] - 12.9o 12.8o 7.3o 7.7o

LSAC (mask) - 5.4o 5.6o - -
Retinex [60] - 13.2o 13.2o 6.6o 7.3o

Retinex (mask) - 3.6o 3.4o - -
Zhang [48] - 14.6o 14.4o 8.5o 8.2o

Zhang (mask) - 11.5o 12.3o - -
Gijsenij et al. [25] GW 11.7o - 6.4o -

GE2 12.4o - 5.1o -
Gu et al. [34] GE1 - - 3.3o 3.3o

WP - - 3.0o 3.2o

MIRF [32] GW - - 10.0o 10.0o

GE1 - - 4.7o 7.1o

FG [35] - - - 2.7o 3.1o

GP [7] M=2 10.9o 12.2o 6.8o 7.1o

M=6 10.4o 12.0o 7.1o 6.8o

M=10 10.2o 11.7o 7.1o 6.8o

DS-Net [61] - - - 4.6o 4.8o

BU-MCC - 3.3o 3.4o 7.1o 7.5o

TD-MCC - 2.9o 3.2o 2.4o 3.1o

the multi-illuminant color distribution is relatively simple
in the real world [25], thus the synthetic dataset tested here
has already represented the most extreme multi-illuminant
situation that we can suffer in the real world.

C. Results on three real-world datasets

We further illustrate the discrimination ability of the
illuminant map estimated by our bottom-up hypothesis
(BU-MCC) and the top-down hypothesis (TD-MCC) on
three real-world datasets [25], [32], [36] (Fig.14). As in-
dicated in the previous section, we can observe that the
simple segmentation mechanism just based on the pixel
luminance actually works quite well on roughly locating
the illuminants of various chromaticities. An extreme case
is the shadowed image in Fig.14(b), where the illuminant
map with both shadowed and unshadowed regions are
correctly detected by our bottom-up processing. The reason
is that this shadowed image contains quite high luminance
dynamic range and thus satisfies the motivation of our
method of BU-MCC (i.e., the image areas in the scene with
different luminances probably have different illuminants).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 14: Multiple results on various real datasets. (a) and (d) Two
real-world images from [32]; (b) An outdoor image from [25]; (c)
An indoor image from [36]. For each of (a)∼(d), the first column
shows the original images, the second to fourth columns list the
illuminant maps (top) and the corrected images (bottom) by the
ground truth, our BU-MCC and TD-MCC, respectively.

TABLE IV: Performance comparison of our BU-MCC with and
without the luminance-dependent operation.

MIRF dataset Laboratory Real-world
Med Mean Med Mean

lum-dependent 3.45o 3.65o 4.04o 5.06o

lum-independent 3.59o 3.96o 4.15o 5.07o

Gijsenij dataset Laboratory Outdoor
Med Mean Med Mean

lum-dependent 3.34o 3.43o 7.08o 7.51o

lum-independent 3.47o 3.55o 7.67o 7.75o

To verify the necessity of applying different DoG filters
on the segmented bright and dark regions when estimating
the spatially varying illumination, we conducted experi-
ments on the MIRF dataset [25] and the Gijsenij dataset
[32] using our BU-MCC without the luminance-dependent
filtering. In details, we convolved the images respectively
with the On-center and Off-center based DoG filters, and
then the two intermediate estimates were directly summed
up to form the final illuminant maps. We can see from
Table IV that the luminance-dependent operation always
provides clear or slight improvement over the processing
without the luminance-dependent operation. In particular,
the luminance-dependent operation provides quite clear
improvement on the real-world subset of Gijsenij dataset
(7.08o vs 7.67o) which includes the images with many
shadows.

However, as indicated by Fig. 2, our BU-MCC method
suffers the bias triggered by the large colorful objects since
the convolution cannot discriminate the colors of the illu-
minant from the intrinsic colors of large objects. It should
be noted that at present, there is no existing algorithm that
can distinguish this ambiguity. Many algorithms [25], [32],
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TABLE V: The performance of multiple MCC methods on the
MIRF dataset [32]

MIRF dataset Laboratory (58) Real-world (20)
Method Med Mean Med Mean

DN 10.5o 10.6o 8.9o 9.0o

Single-Illuminant GE1 2.8o 3.2o 3.9o 5.3o

LSAC [28] - 3.4o 3.7o 4.1o 5.0o

Retinex [60] - 4.9o 5.4o 4.7o 5.8o

Zhang [48] - 2.7o 3.2o 4.4o 5.2o

Gijsenij et al. [25] WP 4.2o 5.1o 3.8o 4.2o

GE1 4.2o 4.8o 9.2o 9.1o

MIRF [32] WP 2.8o 3.0o 3.3o 4.1o

GW 2.6o 2.6o 4.5o 4.9o

Gu et al. [34] GE1 3.2o (Med) 3.6o (Mean)
GW 3.9o (Med) 4.4o (Mean)

FG [35] - 3.0o (Med) 3.5o (Mean)
GP [7] M=2 2.5o 3.1o 3.3o 5.7o

M=6 2.2o 2.9o 3.5o 5.7o

M=10 2.2o 2.9o 3.5o 5.7o

CNN [62] - 2.0o 2.2o 3.0o 3.1o

BU-MCC - 3.4o 3.7o 4.0o 5.0o

TD-MCC - 2.5o 2.8o 2.9o 3.8o

[34], [35] using the sophisticated segmentation principle
before the illuminant recovery process also cannot avoid
such problem. These methods use the results of grey world-
based algorithms as the initialization, which will also surfer
the ambiguity problem once a local image region doesn’t
meet the assumption of grey world [35].

With further constraint by learning a color mapping, our
top-down hypothesis (TD-MCC) could suppress the color
bias introduced by the intrinsic properties of objects, thus
further improve the accuracy of the estimated illuminant
map. This observation is further confirmed by the error
statistics reported in Table III, V and VI. These results
show that the average of the pixel-wised mean and median
angular errors between the illuminant map delivered by our
BU-MCC approach and the ground truth map are further
decreased when the learned color mapping is introduced.

In Table III and V, our approach (TD-MCC) outperforms
all the alternatives (including a deep-learning based method
[61]) when applied on both the Gijsenij et al. [25] dataset
and the MIRF dataset [32]. The only exception is that
the CNN-based method proposed by Bianco et al. [62]
performs better than our approach on the part of laboratory
images of MIRF dataset and obtains lower average error
than our approach on the part of real-world images of
MIRF dataset (i.e., 3.8o vs 3.1o). However, our approach
(TD-MCC) slightly outperforms the CNN-based approach
on the part of real-world images of MIRF dataset with
lower median error (i.e., 2.9o vs 3.0o). In Table VI, our
algorithm’s performance on the Bleier et al. dataset [36] is
preceded only by the method proposed by Gu et al. [34].
However, their method appears sensitive to the grey-world
methods used (e.g., GW vs GE1).

Table VIII shows that our TD-MCC (fully automatic)
also obtains very good performance on both Gijsenij dataset
and MIRF dataset. The results show that the use of the fixed
set of parameters allows to obtain comparable results that
are close to those adopting the optimal parameters by an
exhaustive search, which further proves the generalizability

TABLE VI: The performance of multiple methods on the Bleier
dataset [36]

Bleier dataset Laboratory (36)
Method Med Mean

DN 10.5o 10.1o

Single-Illuminant GE1 14.3o 13.8o

LSAC [28] - 3.0o 3.3o

Retinex [60] - 2.7o 3.4o

Zhang [48] - 4.0o 4.5o

Gijsenij et al. [25] GW 4.7o 4.9o

GE1 14.9o 14.5o

MIRF [32] GW 6.2o 6.5o

WP 7.7o 7.9o

Gu et al. [34] GW 1.2o 1.2o

GE1 3.4o 3.3o

FG [35] - 2.9o 3.0o

GP [7] M=2 5.5o 5.2o

M=6 5.4o 5.5o

M=10 5.4o 5.5o

BU-MCC - 2.9o 3.4o

TD-MCC - 2.7o 2.8o

TABLE VII: Inter-dataset based evaluation on three real-world
datasets using a matrix learned on a synthetic multi-illuminant
dataset as a general top-down constraint.

Gijsenij dataset Laboratory Real-world
Med Mean Med Mean

DN 18.7o 20.3o 3.6o 4.4o

GW 14.6o 14.5o 8.9o 8.3o

GE2 14.6o 15.0o 5.1o 5.7o

TD-MCC (general prior) 7.3o 7.8o 4.3o 3.6o

MIRF dataset Laboratory Real-world
Med Mean Med Mean

DN 10.5o 10.6o 8.9o 9.0o

GE1 2.8o 3.2o 3.9o 5.3o

TD-MCC (general prior) 7.5o 7.5o 5.5o 6.2o

Bleier dataset Med Mean
DN 10.5o 10.1o

GE1 14.3o 13.8o

TD-MCC (general prior) 6.1o 6.5o

of our proposed method for real-world data.
In addition, it should be noted that our method of BU-

MCC without the learned mapping also performs quite
competitive to other methods. Moreover, we also observed
that the methods of Retinex [60], LSAC [28], Zhang [48]
and GP [7] without the sophisticated segmentation also
obtain acceptable results in comparison to those compu-
tationally intensive methods [32], [35]. This means that for
MCC, sophisticated segmentation rule adopted by many
state-of-the-art algorithms [25], [32], [34], [35] may not
be necessary since the spatially varying nature of these
methods make them computationally intensive (e.g., the FG
needs 125 seconds to process one image [35]). Actually, one
recent MCC work [63] has shown that an user guided global
correction without explicit segmentation can also work
quite well for the problem of two-illuminant estimation.

In Table III, many methods obtain lower performance
even than DN on the outdoor images of Gijsenij dataset,
which may be caused by several factors: (1) In most
circumstances, CC algorithms implicitly assume that there
is serious color bias in the images, however, the colors
of the two light sources deviate only marginally from
white in this dataset. (2) This dataset consists of only
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Fig. 15: The role of general prior in top-down processing. The
top-down processing with the general prior (b) could help further
suppress the salient colors in the estimated illumination map by
the bottom-up processing (a).

TABLE VIII: The results of our TD-MCC (fully automatic) on
both Gijsenij dataset and MIRF dataset.

MIRF dataset Laboratory Real-world
Med Mean Med Mean

TD-MCC (fully automatic) 2.54o 2.72o 2.92o 3.57o

Gijsenij dataset Laboratory Outdoor
Med Mean Med Mean

TD-MCC (fully automatic) 2.73o 2.77o 2.07o 1.98o

nine outdoor images with quite low resolution. (3) The
dataset simply classifies the light sources into the shadowed
and unshadowed parts, and supposes that the light of
unshadowed part to be rendered under standard white light
source, which may be different from the real situations [25].
For the indoor images of this dataset, since the ground
truth values in the central parts of some images are not
labeled accurately [32], [34], [35], we evaluated the MCC
algorithms on the masked ground truth maps. Thus, the
results evaluated here for some algorithms (e.g., Retinex
and LSAC) may be different from the results reported by
Gijsenij et al. [25]. Note that these segmentation based
methods didn’t report their performance [32], [34], [35] on
the indoor part of Gijsenij dataset. For the Bleier dataset
and MIRF dataset, the methods of Retinex [60], LSAC [28],
Zhang [48], and GP [7] actually obtain quite competitive
performance in comparison to those image segmentation
based algorithms when further considering the simplicity
of Retinex, LSAC, Zhang and GP methods.

D. Inter-dataset based cross validation

As a limitation of our top-down stage, the learned
transformation matrix is dependent on the property of the
training set, which would make the estimated illuminant
color distribution of the test image bias towards the mean
color of the illumination in the training set.

The underlying prior for the top-down constraint can
be described as follows. If the test image is part of a
coherent image database, by assuming that the average of
illumination of the test image is close to the average illumi-
nation of the database, the results of the bottom-up method
can be improved by the transformation matrix learned on
the training part of this database. It is easily understood
that many existing single-illuminant based CC methods
cannot well handle the image areas containing large colorful
objects, due that the estimated illuminant components in
such areas are biased by the intrinsic colors of the objects.
In contrast, the proposed database-compensated top-down

correction provides chance to resolve this problem.
To well resolve the limitation of our top-down processing

mentioned above, we have been working to build a good
default top-down mapping that could be generalized to any
database. This is the so-called inter-dataset based cross
validation and many CC methods suffer this problem [64],
[65].

As a first attempt to generalize the top-down mapping,
we investigated whether there exists a good default top-
down color mapping that could be generalized to estimate
the multiple illuminants of a new image. As indicated
in Fig.12, we have trained the color mapping matrix on
a synthetic multi-illuminant dataset without knowing any
database contexts. We selected the learned matrix C3×3

marked by a red rectangle in Fig.12 as an example of
default color mapping. Then, this matrix C3×3 was used
to correct the result of our bottom-up method for any new
images from other datasets. In this way, we treat the learned
matrix C3×3 as a general prior of illumination and see
whether it could reduce the color-bias of a new image with
multiple illuminants. Table VII shows the results on the
new images of three real-world datasets using the matrix
C3×3 learned on the synthetic dataset.

We can see from Table VII that the performance of
top-down processing (i.e., TD-MCC (general prior)) indeed
performs better than DN and some single-illuminant based
algorithms (e.g., GE1 and GW on the Gijsenij and Bleier
datasets). This indicates that the top-down approach could
reduce the color bias of a new image with multiple illumi-
nants to some extent, even without knowing any database
contexts. The reason is that many single-illuminant based
algorithms cannot well handle the image areas containing
large colorful objects, due that the estimated illuminant
components in such areas are biased by the intrinsic colors
of the objects (Fig.15 (a)). In contrast, we found that the
top-down processing with the general prior could help
suppress these salient intrinsic colors in the estimated
illumination map by the bottom-up processing (Fig.15 (b)).

E. Results on web images

The comparison among multiple algorithms on several
real-world images taken from the web shown in Fig.16
were only conducted qualitatively since no ground truth
map is available for quantitative comparison. Moreover, we
adopted the same parameters as that used for the MIRF
dataset to produce the corrected results of each algorithm
[7], [28], [48], [60].

It is clear that each of the original images shown in
Fig.16 (a) is influenced by at least two different illuminants.
We can see that BU-MCC can successfully reduce the seri-
ous color cast induced by the varying light sources (Fig.16
(b)). Although the true color appearance of these images
could be of debate (e.g., our method may overcompensate
the color of the sofa in the image of the fourth row), it can
be observed that the effect of the varying light sources is
much less visible in the corrected images. We further list
the results by the top-down processing with the general
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Fig. 16: Results of MCC on some real-world images taken from the web. (a) The real-world images with varying color cast, the results
yielded by (b) our bottom-up (BU) method, (c) BU+TD, (d) GW [17], (e) Zhang [48], (f) LSAC [28], and (g) GP [7], respectively.

prior (Fig.16 (c)), which was learned from a synthetic
multi-illuminant dataset mentioned above. We can see that
the effect of varying light sources is also significantly
reduced from the original input, even the corrected images
by top-down processing may present some color difference
compared to the appearance of bottom-up processing.

Fig.16 (d) shows the results by directly applying the
grey world (GW). We can see that the global correction is
inappropriate for these images, which even further degrades
the color quality of these images. Fig.16 (e), (f), and (g)
are the results produced by the MCC methods of Zhang
[48], LSAC [28], and GP [7]. These algorithms exhibit
various degrees of ability of removing the color cast in
local regions. However, the global or local color cast is still
quite obvious in their outputs. LSAC is the one that most
approaches the performance of our method. This is within
our expectation since our method (BU-MCC) performs
algorithmically like a diffusion filter as did by LSAC.

F. Further Analysis of the limitations of our method

In Fig.2, we have demonstrated the limitation of our
BU-MCC method resulted from the fact that the local
convolution cannot well discriminate the colors of the
illuminant from the intrinsic colors of large objects. To
explicitly examine the performance of our method with
shadowless images with stronger surface texture contrast,
we conducted new experiments in Fig.17, in which the
first row is from the real-world dataset [25] that shows an
almost shadowless scene with quite uniform illumination
and strong color contrast, and the second row shows a
synthetic image with multiple illuminants and very strong
surface texture contrast. Our visual system could easily
percept that there is clear variation of different light source
colors in these two scenes regardless of the stronger surface
texture contrast of the second scene or the more uniform
illumination of the first scene.

We observed that our BU-MCC using the luminance-
dependent clustering tends to group the areas with strong
surface texture contrast into distinct regions (i.e., the re-
gions labeled by the red crosses), which are actually
rendered under the same illuminant. This indicates that
our BU-MCC may fail for the images with strong surface
texture contrast, since our BU-MCC performs worse in
locating the illuminant for these areas and hence results
in high angular errors. However, as indicated in Fig.2, the
high errors are also partly resulted from the bias introduced
by convolving the intrinsic colors of large objects. Further-
more, our TD-MCC with the learned high level mapping
can suppress these salient intrinsic colors in the illumination
map estimated by the BU-MCC, which further reduces the
errors to some extent.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The promising performance of our method is primarily
grounded on three sides: (1) The intrinsic luminance dis-
tinction between the bright and dark areas in an image gives
quite useful cues to locate the illuminants with various
chromaticities. (2) With the unbalanced DoG filters, our
bottom-up hypothesis based method can simultaneously
extract different orders of image components (e.g., local
edges and local patches), which are proven to be very
effective in locally encoding the illuminants and have been
adopted by many single-illuminant CC methods [2], [5],
[12], [19]. (3) The global color mapping can well suppress
the color shift of the estimated illuminants induced by the
intrinsic colors of large objects.

However, we also observed in Fig.17 that our BU-
MCC method may perform poorly in correctly locating the
illuminants for the images with strong surface texture con-
trast. Considering the fact that the difference in luminance
between two locations of a natural scene remains strongly
associated with the difference in color of the surfaces [66],
[67], an useful future direction is to investigate the benefits
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Fig. 17: Results of our BU-MCC and TD-MCC on two example
images. The first row is from the real-world dataset [25] that
shows an almost shadowless scene with quite uniform illumination
and strong color contrast, and the second row shows a synthetic
image with multiple illuminants and very strong surface texture
contrast. (a) The original image; (b) The locations with different
light source colors estimated by our BU-MCC; (c) The ground
truth illuminant map; (d) The illuminant map estimated by our
BU-MCC; (e) The illuminant map further corrected by our TD-
MCC. The white crosses in (a) roughly point out the true locations
with different light source colors. The red crosses in (b) roughly
point out the areas with strong surface texture contrast.

of developing the filtering mechanisms that are conditioned
on the information of lightness, which may be estimated
using an intrinsic image decomposition method instead of
luminance-dependent filtering. This may further improve
the performance of the proposed BU-MCC for the scenes
without substantial spatial variation in illumination.
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